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OLGA KAPELIUK, Hebrew University, Jerusalem

1. Introductory Remarks
Relative constructions constitute a very prominent feature of Ethio-Semitic syntax. They are extremely frequently used, much more so than in other branches of Semitic or in the better known European languages. Thus, for instance, in contemporary written Amharic there is hardly a sentence without a relative form playing one of its multiple roles. A quick statistical survey of 30 pages from the Amharic novel Faqër askä màqabar by Haddis Alámayyáhú, perhaps the most admired work of modern Amharic literature, shows a total of 368 relative verbs, that is an average of 12.27 cases per page. A count in an English novel, equally renown and similar in style (Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray), produced an average of 4.8 per page; hence Amharic may use 250% more relative forms than English in that kind of text; moreover, the use of the relative increases constantly with the passage of time. In a statistical study of ten texts published between 1880 and the beginning of the 1970’s (Cotterell 1973: 80) the relative verb showed the highest increase among all subordinate verbal forms, from around 30 per one thousand words in 1880 to almost one hundred in the 1970’s, that is three times more. In Tigrinya the situation is much the same.

But already in Gəz the frequency of the relative constructions is impressive and their functions quite diversified (Praetorius 1886: 29–33; Dillmann 1907: 527–42 = § 200–03; Kapeliuk 2003a: 177–179; Kapeliuk 2003b). In addition to its basic function as a sentential adjectival noun modifier, its use also compensates for the paucity of morphological means for deriving adjectives and for the lack of productivity of the active participle in Gəz. It also serves, in its correlative form, which externally is identical with the adjectival relative, as an extremely frequent factor of substantivization, both concrete and abstract.

There are a few general characteristics of the relative clause which distinguish it from other subordinate clauses: 1. It serves as a sentential modifier

1 This paper was presented at the 16th International Conference of Ethiopian Studies in Trondheim in July 2007.
of a noun and not of a verb, which is generally the case with subordinate clauses; consequently it tends to occupy the position of a modifier beside its head-noun and is often embedded within the main sentence. 2. Contrary to the ordinary subordinating conjunctions the relative marker of subordination (either a relative pronoun inflected for gender and number or an uninflected relative particle) has a double function: it indicates subordination and at the same time refers, anaphorically or cataphorically, to the head-noun it modifies. 3. In the absence of an overt head-noun the relative marker acts as its replacement and the relative clause is substantivized within a correlative construction.

During the evolution of the modern languages from Gǝoz, or from a close sister language, there occurred dramatic changes in the structure of the Ethio-Semitic relative clause, though not in most of its functions. The subordinating element changed from a pronoun inflected according to the gender and number of the head-noun into an uninflected relative particle. From the anaphoric reference of the relative pronoun placed mostly after its head-noun the reference became cataphoric with the passage of the modifier before the head-noun. The structure of the relative clause itself changed according to the modern word order and, what is relevant to our discussion, the covert predication with zero copula of the verbless clauses was replaced by a full verbal predicate with the copula, or the verb of existence, or some other verb.

As is well known verbless, or nominal sentences, as they are traditionally called – a term which will be also used in this paper – represent a prominent feature of the syntax in classical and in most modern Semitic languages, both in independent sentences and in subordination. Only in the two peripheral modern branches of Neo-Aramaic and Ethio-Semitic the nominal sentences disappeared following the introduction of a morphological copula. By the way, nominal sentences with zero copula are less unusual than is commonly admitted even in European languages. Thus in Russian and some other Slavonic languages, they constitute the only means for constructing sentences with a noun, an adjective or a prepositional complex for predicate in the present. Even in Latin which normally uses a verb ‘to be’, nominal sentences are not infrequent in relative clauses, e.g.: Utinam ita essem! – Optas quae facta “I wish I was like that! – You wish what [is] done”; Othonem, cui compositis rebus nulla spes, omne in turbidum consilio

3 Ya- or yāmm- according to the tense in Amharic, zɔ or ᖥ according to the phonetic structure of the verb in Tigrinya.

4 Some Arabic dialects of the periphery, such as Uzbeki Arabic or the dialect spoken in Cyprus, also use the copula.
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“Othon, for whom [there was] no hope in regular affairs and all the plans [were] in disorder”⁵.

At any rate in Gəʿaz the most typical and most frequent relative clauses are those which contain a verbal predicate and these have been described extensively in the extant literature. Nominal relative clauses have attracted less attention probably because they are less frequent and more limited in their function and scope but they also present some interest in syntactical and lexical terms.

2. Nominal Sentences and Relative Clauses in Gəʿaz

In Gəʿaz, and in Semitic in general (Cohen 1984: 151–232 and in particular 172–177, 185–187, 201–203; Dillmann 1907: 498–499 = § 194; Praetorius 1886: 159–161) nominal sentences appear on the surface as incomplete because of the absence of a positive copula or of a similar verb in the present tense in these languages. Normally, on the surface, they are composed only of a subject and of the predicative complement of a zero copula. It is only rarely that the nexus is explicit in the surface by a personal pronoun. When a nominal sentence is transformed into a relative clause there are two possible constructions: if the Gəʿaz relative clause has a subject of its own, which stands either in a possessive or an indirect relation to the head-noun, it is constructed as a normal verbless sentence (I), while in Amharic and Tigrinya translations a full verb is introduced:

1. G.⁶ tāqābbūl-o sobe-ha bāʾāṣi wāšī o ʾam-māqabār zāʾikkuy ganen laʾle-hu
   (Mark 5/2) “Then He was met by a man stepping out from a grave, in whom [there was a] bad spirit”
   Am. rokus mānfās yā-yazāw sāw “a man possessed by an unclean spirit”
   Ta. rokus mānfās zaḥadāro sābʾay “a man inhabited by an unclean spirit”

But, more often, the head-noun itself, whatever its function in the main clause, serves as the subject of the relative clause. As a matter of fact, in most verbless relative clauses it is the only role the head-noun can play. That is the reason why we have stated that nominal relative clauses are more limited in their scope than the verbal ones. Moreover, the composition of nominal relative clauses is reduced, since its subject – the head-noun, which is already included in the main sentence – is replaced in it, anaphorically, by the relative element. Consequently all that is left in the relative clause is the relative pronoun as subject and the predicative complement of a zero copula

---

⁵ Quoted from TOURATIER (1980: 468, 475).
as the predicate. Yet in spite of the impression that in Go’z such constructions constitute one member sentences, in reality these are complete nominal sentences composed of a subject and a predicate. Here is an example (2) of such a concise construction in Go’z and its equivalent in Amharic in which the nexal link is overtly expressed by the verb of existence:

2. G. ’emâ ﬀrâ-yâ-kkômu dâgdaqani-kkômu ’om-dâqq ’allâ biša-kkômu
(Daniel 1/10) “If he sees you [being] thinner than the children who [are] your peers”

Am. bâ-ødmne ëndâ ammantâ k-allu blaten-øcê yâôq fitačêhu kásto y’âyyâ ëndâ-bônâ

Moreover, quite often the head-noun is missing altogether from the main sentence, in which case the relative pronoun is transformed into a correlative (formally identical with the relative) pronoun (Kapeliuk 2003a) and replaces the head-noun (3). Consequently it is substantivized and the relative clause is transformed from an adjectival modifier of the head-noun into a substantivized component of the main sentence. Such expressions are sometimes lexicalized, as will be seen in what follows. Here is an example of a correlative clause acting as the subject of the main verb:

3. G. wânahu ’allâ ’em-wastâ sâhaft yabelu bâbînati-homu (Matthew 9/3) “And behold, [those] who [are] from among the scribes said to one another”

Generally speaking Go’z nominal sentences may be classified into three types according to the nature of their predicate: 1. Relational – indicating the relation of the head-noun in space or time having an adverb or a preposition with its complement as predicate; 2. Equational – identifying the head-noun and containing a noun as its predicate; 3. Qualifying – specifying the head-noun’s characteristics and rendered by an adjective as its predicate (Cohen 1924: 75). The same applies to the nominal relative clauses. In the modern languages the relational relative clauses are normally provided with the verb of existence under its relative form: Amh. y’allâ, Ta. za’lllo and the identifying and qualifying ones by the relative form of the copula: Amh. yà-bônä, Ta. za-gonä. The situation of the nominal relative clauses in Go’z is further complicated by two phenomena: the tendency to lexicalize some relative complexes and the homonimity of the relative pronouns with the nota genitivi.

2.1 Relational Relative Clauses

The composition of a nominal relational relative clause is usually reduced to the relative pronoun as the subject and to a preposition with a simple or an
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expanded complement or, more rarely an adverb, as the predicate. It may be
used both adjectively (4) (5) and substantively (6) in which case the
[cor]relative pronoun replaces the head-noun within the main sentence. In
the modern languages the verb of existence is provided to complete the
predicate:

4. G. ʷa-yänsäṣa‘a ḥozb ẓä`am-babilon (Dillmann 1866: 3/10) “And the
people who [is] from Babel will carry her off”

5. G. ḥuru ḫagārā ẓä-qadme-kkomu (Matthew 21/2) “Go to the village
which [is] ahead of you”

6. G. ³lā-kkomu tawṣbbā ta’maru maṣtir-a ³ā-mängštä ³agzi‘abber ³a-lā-
³allā-sṣa ‘af‘a bā-massale yɔkākwɔm-omu (Mark 4/11) “It was given to
you to know the secret of God’s kingdom but to [those] who [are]
outside (=outsiders) it will be in parables”

Basically the function of a prepositional complex is to complete a verb. It
may, however, also modify a noun even without being relativized. In Eng-
lish we normally say the book on the table is mine and not
the book which is
on the table is mine, unless we want to stress some pragmatic aspect of the
statement. But in Go‘az there is a clear tendency to relativize the preposi-
tional complements, not only when the head-noun is missing, but also in
adjectival constructions. This is a means for making explicit the function of
the prepositional complex as a noun modifier. Sometimes it affords avoiding
an ambiguous interpretation of the sentence. Without the relativization
example (4) could erroneously be understood as “the people will carry her
from Babel”. Actually, there are numerous examples in which an original
verb complement is conceived in Go‘az as a head-noun modifier. This
shows the predilection of this language for relative constructions in general.
In example (7) what is a prepositional verb complement in the Aramaic
original and in the translations into English or Tigrinya becomes a noun
modifier in Go‘az:

7. G. ʷa-yathawākw ³arawit żā-tabte-ba wā‘a-waf-ni żā-waṣtä ³a-suqi-ba
(Daniel 4/11) “Let the animals flee from under it and the birds fly
away out of its branches” (lit. “animals which under it and birds
which inside its branches”)
This tendency to relativize prepositional complexes is doubtless at the origin of some lexicalized expressions which provide the language with otherwise inexistent adjectives, substantives and adverbs such as:

- zë-bâ-bâbu “hidden, secretly” (8), zë-bâ-âman “true, truly”, zë-bâ-ratu “fair, fairly”, zë-lâ-dâyn “damnation” (9), zë-lâ-âlâm “eternal”, zë-bâ-sâmaryat “heavenly” (also sâmâyâwi), zë-mosle-hu “companion, ally” (10) (11), zë-âm-azmadi-hu “a relative” (12) or zë-âm-zmâdi-hu (17), and a few others:

8. G. kâmâ ‘i-tastâr’i lâ-sâb’ kâmâ șomkâ zâ-âmbâlâ lâ-âbu-kâ zâ-bâ-bâbu’ (adjective) wâ-âbu-kâ zâ-yore’i zâ-bâ-âbâbu’ (substantive) yâ-‘assayâ-kkâ șasâtâ (Matthew 6/18) “That you won’t show to the people that you are fasting, but only to your hidden Father and your Father who sees what [is] hidden will reward you openly”;

9. G. wâ-yawâssau ‘a’llâ sâmây-â gâbru wâtâ tân’sâ’e hîywât wâ-‘allâssâ ‘âkkuy-â gâbru wâtâ tân’sâ’e zê-lâ-dâyn (John 5/29) “And those who have done good will come out into the resurrection of life and those who have done wrong into the resurrection of damnation”;

10. G. wâ-degânsu wâ ‘âllâ mosle-hu (Mark 1/36) “And Simon and his companions pursued him”;

11. G. ‘âm-kâmâ ‘i-konâ ‘âdwa-kkâmû zâ-moslekkâmû wû’êtu (Luke 9/50) “As far as he is not your enemy, he is your ally”;

12. G. wâ-nahnu ‘elsâbê-nû ‘âmû ‘âm-âsâm-kî șa’sî-mi sâmât (Luke 1/36) “And behold, also Elizabeth who [is] your relative, she too is pregnant”;

In the modern languages this expressions are diversely translated but at least in one of them (13) the G’sâz form has been preserved:

13. G. mûnt-nu ‘hër zê-âm-gâbârku hîywât-û zê-lâ-âlâm bâ-zê-âwârres (Matthew 19/16) “What good should I do that I may inherit eternal life”

Am. yâ-zê-lâ-âlâm-m hîywât șnd-agânâ
Ta. nay zê-lâ-âlâm hîywât kâ-râkkâb

Cases of lexicalization are also frequent in constructions consisting of the pronouns zâ, ‘ôtâ and ‘âlî followed by a noun as will be seen in the following paragraph.

2.2 Identifying Relative Clauses

In verbless identifying relative clauses the predicate is a noun. If the relative clause has a subject of its own, which stands either in a possessive (14) (15) or indirect (1) relationship to the head-noun, the relative clause is composed
of two juxtaposed nominals, with only the relative pronoun separating them. The order of the components is dictated by pragmatic considerations:

14. G. yāwta 'āntā 'ahattī (predicate) qoršāt-a (subject) 'i-tāhallaš 'أم 'ōreš (Matthew 5/18) “A iota, whose stroke [is] one (lit. ‘who one stroke-her’) will not be transgressed from the Law”

15. G. wā-bāša bagārā samār 'āntā sōm-a (subject) sikar (predicate) (John 4/4) “And he arrived at a town of Samaria whose name [is] Sychar”

Am. sikar wādā-mm-t’hī bal yā-sāmarya kātāma māṭṭa
Ta. sikar nāb ‘attabbābal kātāma māṣā

It is interesting to note that in the expression: whose name is ... (15) where Amharic always introduces the verb to be called, in Tigrinya, beside a similar use, there are also cases in which, quite exceptionally, the Gā’az nominal relative clause is maintained, without or with a change of word order (16). This is one of the cases in which Tigrinya exhibits a somewhat more conservative approach to syntax than Amharic (Kapeliuk 1999: 17):

16. G. wā-batti rōbqa ‘əbywa zā-sōm-u laba (Genesis 24/29) “And Rebecca has a brother whose name [is] Laban”

Ta. rōbqa domma laban zā-sōm-u ḥaw nābār-a

When the relative clause has no subject of its own the relative pronoun acts as its subject and the basic structure of the identifying clause is reduced to the relative pronoun and a noun as its predicate (or more exactly as the predicative complement of a zero copula), as in (2) or in (17) (although in the latter also the relational construction ‘am-azmad-ya as in (12) is possible):

17. G. 'amnābu ‘androniqon wā-yulyn 'āllā ‘azmad-ya wā-tāšewāwā msle-ya (Romans 16/7) “Greet Andronicus and Julian who [are] my relatives and were exiled with me”

The identifying relative clauses, which are composed only of the relative pronoun for subject and of a noun for predicate, may be confounded, because of their structure, with the possessive pronouns zā, ‘āntā and ‘āllā used as note genetēvi. These pronouns, besides their function as relative markers, replace in Gā’az the possessive complex (الآثار), under certain formal and semantic constraints, for instance when the possessum designates the material of which the possessor is made (18), or when it cannot be put in the construct state for formal reasons (19), or is separated from the possessor by another sentence component, or if the possessor is indicated by a proper name (20) etc. (Kapeliuk 2003a: 188–190); the pronouns may also be used without mentioning the possessor (21). They are also the source of many lexicalizations, sometimes used as modifiers (22) but mostly, without the head-noun, as free substantives (23):
18. G. wä-gəbärb läkä tabot-ä 'öntä ‘as wärəbo’t (Genesis 6/14) “And make yourself an ark of wood and square”

19. G. wä-tägäb’u mäggabt wä-mala’ëkt wä-mäk wännät wä-həyəlan zä-nəgus (Daniel 3/3) “And the administrators and governors and judges and generals of [the] king assembled”

20. G. wä-buräkt ‘öntä təməsə’ mängət bəsəmə ‘əgzi’abher ‘öntä ‘abu-nä dəwiti (Mark 11/10) “And blessed is the kingdom of our father David which will come in the name of God”

21. G. wä-dawiti-nni n gn wäləsələsəm ‘öntä ‘orya (Matthew 1/6) “And King David begot Salomon from [the one = wife] of Oriyəh”

22. G. bä-bətä sm’on zä-läms (Mark 14/3) “In the house of Simon the leper (lit. ‘Simon of leprosy’)”

23. G. wä-wärdä bəbe-hu zä-hədəf (Jonah 1/6) “And the captain (lit. ‘[the one] of oar’) went down to him”

However the possibility of confounding the two constructions is only apparent because in the deep structure they stand for two different syntactical constructions. The relative clause is exocentric with underlying predication whereas the possessive construction is endocentric with no predication at all. The absence of nexus in the latter may be ascertained by comparing its use beside a verbal relative clause (24), or a nominal relational relative clause (25). Moreover, in the identifying relative clauses an independent personal pronoun of the 3rd person may be introduced as the copula (Prætorius 1886: 159—161), in order to distinguish them from the possessive construction by rendering explicit the nexal link (26) (27) (28):

24. G. wä-maryəm ‘öntä ya’aqob zä-yəna’s (Mark 15/40) “And Mary [the mother] of Jacob the younger (= who is younger)”

25. G. zä-wəstu iyəsəs nəbiyy zä-əm-nazret zä-gəlila (Matthew 21/11) “This is Jesus the prophet who [is] from Nazareth of Galilee”

26. G. wəstə həgərə mənbare ‘öntä wəstå həql ‘öntä yə’əti kəbrən (Genesis 35/27) “In the town of Mamre which [is] in the field, which is Hebron”

27. G. wä-bər-əbbay ‘səlt zä-wəstu təfətəmetä bə’al (John 7/37) “And on the great day which is the end of the feast”

28. G. wä-yəbe ’əbrəham lə-wäld-u zä-yəlahq zä-wəstu mäggabi la’lə nuway-u (Genesis 24/2) “And Abraham said to his oldest servant who is the administrator of his possessions”

Let’s add that in the modern languages only Amharic preserved the genetival use of the relative marker and that the coining of the lexicalized forms was discontinued both in Amharic and in Tigrinya.
2.3 Qualifying Relative Clauses

Qualifying verbless relative clauses normally have an adjective or a passive participle for predicate. Considering that the primary function of relativization is to transform a sentence into an adjectival modifier, basically if a noun is accompanied by an adjective the latter need not be relativized. But there are cases in Gǝ’az in which the relativization of the adjective is dictated by formal constraints, for instance when it has a subject of its own which stands in a possessive or an indirect relationship to the head-noun (29), or if the head-noun is provided with a complement causing some difficulty in juxtaposing to it the adjective (30) (31), or when the adjective is expanded, forming an entire sentence (32), or if it is opposed to the negative copula which renders explicit the nexal link between the adjective and the relative pronoun (37), or, often by assimilation, when it stands beside another relative clause (33):

29. G. wā-mandabe lā-nāfs-ā kwa-all-ū sāb’ zāʾ-əkkuy məqbar-ū (Romans 2/9) “Affliction to all human soul whose act[s are] bad”
30. G. tənša’ əm-habe-yā wārqā-zi’a-yā zā-naṭuf wā-ṣoruy bāʿ-əsat (Revelation 3/18) “You will take from me my gold which [is] purified and cleansed by fire”
31. G. əshubā-kkmu ədq-o lā-dawit zā-əmun (Acts 13/34) “I shall give you David’s righteousness which [is] truthful”
32. G. nāfs əntā ḥiyawat wəstā may (Leviticus 11/10) “[Every] creature which [is] alive in the water”

But we also encounter sometimes adjectives relativized with no formal reason, preferably on their first occurrence (34). The form preceded by the pleonastic relative pronoun may alternate with the simple form in what has been described as a “more forcible and more elegant” (Dillmann 1907: 535 = §202) stylistic variant (35). The presence of the verb konə in the negative construction in Gǝ’az constitutes an irrefutable proof of the underlying nexal relationship between the head-noun and the adjective (36). In the translation of these specific examples into the modern languages there is no trace of the relative marker before the adjective in the positive, but in the negative Amharic has a negated relative copula. Interestingly enough, in Tigrinya there is no ne-

7 In the expression ədq-o lā-dawit əmun the adjective əmun would refer to David and not to his righteousness.
gated copula in this case, but the adjective itself is negated and relativized thus maintaining the verbless structure of the sentence in the more conservative vein mentioned à propos example (16):

34. G. la'ā̀ ħa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ "On the head of that goat which [is] alive"

35. G. ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ ḥa'ā̀ "One of the prophets who [are] ancient came back to life ... And there are those who say of you: one of the ancient prophets came back to life”

Am. kā-[yā]-qāddāmu-t (relative verb = who preceded) nābiyat and-u ... kā-[yā]-qāddāmu-t nābiyat and-u

Ta. kab-tom qādamot (adjective = ancient[s]) nābiyat-si ... kab-tom qādamot nābiyat-si

36. G. wā'-əmmā n'ssə qā-našub 'abo' məsle-kkā ... wā'-əmmā k'sall-u n'ssə qā-i-konā nāšub ... wā'-əmmā 'ə'waf nəsəhən wā-zā'-i-konā nəsəhə wā'-əmmā n'ssə nāšub (Genesis 7/2, 7/8) “Bring with you from the animal[s] which [are] pure ... and from all the animals which aren’t pure ... and from pure birds and from [those] which aren’t pure and from pure animals”

Am. kā-nəsəb (adjective) n'ssə bəllli ... nəsəb k[yā]-al-bonā n'ssə-mm etc.

Ta. kab k'əllli nəsəb n'ssə ... kab k'əllli z-ây-nəsəb n'ssə

And yet Amharic and Tigrinya texts abound in adjectives relativized by adding the relative copula yā-bonā and žə-konā respectively, independently of the Ga’az source (37) as well as in contemporary writings (38) (39)

37. G. wā'-məzə ədī nās-o diyəblə wəstā dābr nāwəb ṭeqqā (Matthew 4/8) “And then the devil carried Him again on a very high mountain”

Am. ajjag rəjjam wədā-[yā]-bonā tərərə wəssədā-w

38. Am. and qān ... wəb yā-bonā dərṣāt undā-mm-țtəsəf tāsəf allānā “I hope that one day you will write a (lit. ‘which is’) beautiful essay”

39. Ta. ṣstratājikawī žə-konā māret ‘ertra “The (lit. ‘which is’) strategic land of Eritrea”

It has been suggested (Leslau 1995: 203–204) that these constructions have a pragmatic purpose and serve for emphasis. However, certain Ethiopian writers use them so often that it is doubtful if they convey any emphasis at all (Kapeliuk 2005: 361–364). Rather, this could be considered as yet another symptom of the impact on Ga’az of the Cushitic substrate, probably of Agaw, which literally swarms with relative constructions (Kapeliuk 2004). It cannot be excluded that the general tendency of Ga’az to relativize, including the prepositional complexes and adjectives in verbless clauses, reflects prominent syntactic features of Agaw at the time of the formation of Ga’az.
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The most frequent and most typical relative clauses in Go′ız have a verbal predicate, but also nominal, or in other terms verbless, sentences may be relativized. Since Go′ız has no copula, nominal sentences are composed of the subject and of the predicative complement of a zero copula only. Considering that in sentences with relative clauses the headnoun stands outside the relative clause, all that is left in the latter is the relative pronoun and what acts as the predicative complement. Hence the nominal relative clauses have a much reduced structure and may be interpreted wrongly as one-member sentences.